Abstract. Let G be a finite undirected graph. A vertex dominates itself and all its neighbors in G. A vertex set D is an efficient dominating set (e.d. for short) of G if every vertex of G is dominated by exactly one vertex of D. The Efficient Domination (ED) problem, which asks for the existence of an e.d. in G, is known to be NP-complete even for very restricted graph classes. In particular, the ED problem remains NP-complete for 2P3-free graphs and thus for P7-free graphs. We show that the weighted version of the problem (abbreviated WED) is solvable in polynomial time on various subclasses of 2P3-free and P7-free graphs, including (P2 +P4)-free graphs, P5-free graphs and other classes. Furthermore, we show that a minimum weight e.d. consisting only of vertices of degree at most 2 (if one exists) can be found in polynomial time. This contrasts with our NP-completeness result for the ED problem on planar bipartite graphs with maximum degree 3.
Introduction
Packing and covering problems in graphs and hypergraphs and their relationships belong to the most fundamental topics in combinatorics and graph algorithms and have a wide spectrum of applications in computer science, operations research and many other fields. Packing problems ask for a maximum collection of objects which are not "in conflict", while covering problems ask for a minimum collection of objects which "cover" some or all others. A good example is the Exact Cover Problem (X3C [SP2] in [17] ) asking for a subset F ′ of a set family F over a ground set, say V , covering every vertex in V exactly once. It is well known that this problem is NP-complete even for set families containing only 3-element sets (see [17] ) as shown by Karp [19] .
The following variants of the domination problem are closely related to the Exact Cover Problem: Let G = (V, E) be a finite undirected graph.
A vertex v dominates itself and its neighbors. A vertex subset D ⊆ V is an efficient dominating set (e.d. for short) of G if every vertex of G is dominated by exactly one vertex in D. Obviously, D is an e.d. of G if and only if the subfamily of all closed neighborhoods of vertices in D is an exact cover of the closed neighborhoods of G. Note that not every graph has an e.d.; the Efficient Dominating Set (ED) problem asks for the existence of an e.d. in a given graph G.
The notion of efficient domination was introduced by Biggs [3] under the name perfect code. In [1, 2] , among other results, it was shown that the ED problem is NP-complete. It is known that ED is NP-complete even for bipartite graphs [37] , chordal graphs [37] , planar bipartite graphs [28] , chordal bipartite graphs [28] , and planar graphs with maximum degree 3 [15, 20] . Efficient dominating sets are also called independent perfect dominating sets in various papers, and a lot of work has been done on the ED problem which is motivated by various applications, among them coding theory and resource allocation in parallel computer networks; see, e.g., [1-3, 12, 23-25, 28, 31, 36, 37] .
In this paper, we will also consider the weighted version of the ED problem:
Weighted Efficient Domination (WED) Instance: A graph G = (V, E), vertex weights ω : V → N. Task: Find an e.d. of minimum total weight, or determine that G contains no e.d.
The WED (and consequently the ED) problem is solvable in polynomial time in trees [36] , cocomparability graphs [9, 12] , split graphs [10] , interval graphs [11, 12] , circular-arc graphs [11] , permutation graphs [23] , trapezoid graphs [23, 24] , bipartite permutation graphs [28] , distance-hereditary graphs [28] , block graphs [37] and hereditary efficiently dominatable graphs [14, 31] .
For a set F of graphs, a graph G is called F -free if G contains no induced subgraph from F . For two graphs F and G, we say that G is F -free if it is {F }-free. Let P k denote a chordless path with k vertices, and let P i + P j denote the disjoint union of P i and P j . We write 2P i for P i + P i . From the NP-completeness result for chordal graphs in [37] it follows that for 2P 3 -free graphs, the ED problem remains NP-complete and thus, it is also NP-complete for P 7 -free graphs:
A set M of edges in a graph G is an efficient edge dominating set of G if and only if it is an e.d. in the line graph L(G) of G. These sets are also called dominating induced matchings in some papers. It is known that deciding if a given graph has an efficient edge dominating set is NP-complete, see e.g. [4, 6, 8, 18, 27, 29] . Hence, we have: Corollary 1. For line graphs, the ED problem is NP-complete.
The graph S 1,2,2 consists of a chordless path a, b, c, d, e and an additional vertex f adjacent to c. Since line graphs are claw-free and S 1,2,2 contains the claw as induced subgraph, the ED problem is NP-complete on claw-free graphs and S 1,2,2 -free graphs.
In this paper, we present polynomial time algorithms for the WED problem for various subclasses of 2P 3 -free graphs as well as of P 7 -free graphs and also sharpen one of the NP-completeness results by showing that the ED problem remains NP-complete for planar bipartite graphs of maximum degree 3. Our algorithms are typically robust, in the sense that for the algorithm working on a given graph class C, it is not necessary to recognize whether the input graph is in C; the algorithm either solves the problem or finds out that the input graph is not in C [35] . Contrary to the above NP-completeness result on planar bipartite graphs of maximum degree 3, we show that it can be decided in polynomial time whether an input graph G contains an e.d. D containing only vertices of degree at most 2 in G, and if this is the case, such an e.d. of minimum weight can also be found efficiently. The paper is organized as follows: Section 3 gives a linear time algorithm for this problem on 2P 2 -free graphs. In Section 4 we describe two ways for efficiently solving the ED problem on P 5 -free graphs. Sections 5, 6 and 7 contain polynomial time algorithms for {P 6 , S 1,2,2 }-free graphs, {2P 3 , S 1,2,2 }-free graphs, and (P 2 + P 4 )-free graphs, respectively. Section 8 gives a polynomial time algorithm that decides if a graph admits an e.d. consisting only of vertices of degree at most 2. Finally, in Section 9 we prove that the ED problem remains NP-complete on planar bipartite graphs of maximum degree 3.
Basic Notions and Results
All graphs considered in this paper will be finite, undirected and simple (i.e., without loops and multiple edges). For a graph G, let V denote its vertex set and E its edge set; throughout this paper, let |V | = n and |E| = m. A graph is nontrivial if it has at least two vertices. , w) for short if G is clear from the context) denote the distance between v and w in G. The square of a graph G = (V, E) is the graph G 2 = (V, E 2 ) such that uv ∈ E 2 if and only if δ G (u, v) ∈ {1, 2}. In [5, 22, 31] , the following relationship between the ED problem on a graph G and the maximum weight independent set (MWIS) problem on G 2 is used: 
Thus, the ED problem on a graph class C can be reduced to the MWIS problem on the squares of graphs in C. We will give an example for this reduction; in most cases, however, the direct way is more efficient.
Given a graph G = (V, E) and a vertex v ∈ V , we define the distance levels
An Algorithmic Framework for the WED Problem
In Sections 4-7 we will use the following algorithmic framework to solve the WED problem. For a specific graph class C, those sections concretize the subroutine Robust-C-Best-Candidate-for-Vertex used by the algorithm.
Algorithm: Robust-C-WED Input: A connected graph G = (V, E) with vertex weights ω : V → N. Output: One of the following: An e.d. D of G of minimum weight, a proof that G admits no e.d., or a proof that G ∈ C. The correctness of the algorithm can easily be seen. Since determining the distance levels of a vertex v can be done in linear time, and checking if a vertex set is an e.d. can also be done in linear time, we get: Lemma 2. If Robust-C-Best-Candidate-for-Vertex runs in time O(t(n, m)) for a graph class C on an input graph with n vertices and m edges, then the WED problem is robustly solvable on C in time O(n · max(n + m, t(n, m))).
3 The WED Problem for 2P 2 -Free Graphs A graph G = (V, E) is a split graph if V can be partitioned into a clique and an independent set, say V = C ∪ I for a clique C and independent set I with C ∩ I = ∅. In [10] , the ED problem was solved in linear time for split graphs.
Since a graph is a split graph if and only if it is {2P 2 , C 4 , C 5 }-free [16] , 2P 2 -free graphs generalize split graphs. Theorem 1. The ED problem can be robustly solved in linear time O(n + m) for 2P 2 -free graphs.
For showing Theorem 1, we need some definitions and preparing steps. A set H of at least two vertices of a graph G is called homogeneous if H = V (G) and every vertex outside H is either adjacent to all vertices in H, or to no vertex in H. Obviously, H is homogeneous in G if and only if H is homogeneous in the complement graph G. A graph is prime if it contains no homogeneous set. A homogeneous set H is maximal if no other homogeneous set properly contains H. It is well known that in a connected graph G with connected complement G, the maximal homogeneous sets are pairwise disjoint and can be determined in linear time (see, e.g., [30] ). The characteristic graph G * of G results from G by contracting each of the maximal homogeneous sets H of G to a single representative vertex h ∈ H, and connecting two such vertices by an edge if and only if they are adjacent in G. It is well known that G * is a prime graph. Suppose that G is a connected graph having an e.d. D. If G is not connected, then if G has an e.d. D, |D| = 1. Thus, in this case, we have to test whether G has a universal vertex. Hence, from now on assume that G and G are connected. Then the characteristic graph G * is well-defined and prime. If G admits an e.d. D then for every homogeneous set H of G: |H ∩ D| ≤ 1.
(1)
Proof. Assume that there is a homogeneous set H of G and
Proof. Assume that there is d ∈ D in a homogeneous set H. Let x ∈ H be another vertex in H. If dx ∈ E, there must be
Since H is a homogeneous set, dd ′ ∈ E -a contradiction. Hence, dx ∈ E. Since G is connected, G has no universal vertex and thus
′ has at least one neighbor, say x ′ . Since D is an e.d., dd ′ ∈ E and hence x ′ ∈ H. By the e.d. property and since H is a homogeneous set, xx
Next we claim:
Proof. Assume that d ∈ D has neighbors x, y, and N (d) is not a homogeneous set in G. Then there is a vertex z / ∈ N (d) distinguishing x and y, say xz ∈ E and yz / ∈ E. Since z / ∈ N (d) and, by the e.d.
⊓ ⊔ Hence, to find an e.d. of a 2P 2 -free graph G, by (2) and (4), it suffices to check if G * admits an e.d. D * such that no vertex of D * is in a homogeneous set of G. To do so, we need the following notion:
A thin spider is a split graph G = (V, E) with partition V = C ∪ I into a clique C and an independent set I such that every vertex of C has exactly one neighbor in I and vice versa. We claim:
A nontrivial prime 2P 2 -free graph G has an e.d. ⇔ G is a thin spider. (5) Proof. Obviously, in a thin spider the independent set I is an e.d. Conversely, let D be an e.d. of G. By the e.d. property, D is an independent set.
We claim that Since modular decomposition can be computed in linear time [30] , Theorem 1 follows. 4 The WED Problem for P 5 -Free Graphs
Since the ED problem is NP-complete for P 7 -free graphs, it is interesting to study the complexity of the WED problem for subclasses of P 7 -free graphs. We start with P 5 -free graphs. Note that for the closely related MWIS problem, its complexity on P 5 -free graphs is one of the main open problems regarding the complexity of the MWIS problem in hereditary graph classes [26, 34] .
4.1 A Direct Solution for the WED Problem on P 5 -Free Graphs Theorem 2. The WED problem is solvable in time O(nm) on P 5 -free graphs in a robust way.
To prove Theorem 2, we need some preparations: Assume that G admits an e.d. D. Let v ∈ D and let N 1 , N 2 , . . . be its distance levels. If G is P 5 -free, clearly N i = ∅ for all i > 3. Moreover, clearly
Furthermore,
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that there is
. By (6) , all vertices of N 3 must be dominated by vertices in D ∩ N 3 and by (7), all vertices of H have at least one common neighbor in N 2 . Hence, H contains a nonempty set of universal vertices U ,
and since the choice of a universal vertex of H for D is independent from the choice in the other components of G[N 3 ], we may assume that D contains one vertex of U with minimum weight.
By (6), the vertices of N 2 must be dominated by vertices of N 3 , hence every vertex of N 2 has at least one neighbor in N 3 . Together with (7) and (9) this implies that
because otherwise a vertex of N 2 would have two neighbors in D.
Conversely: Proof. Clearly, Step (a) is correct. By (7) and (10), steps (c) and (d) are correct.
Step (e) is correct by (9) , because if there is no universal vertex in some compo- This gives an overall runtime of O(n(n + m)) which equals O(nm) on connected graphs.
⊓ ⊔
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Reducing the ED Problem on P 5 -Free Graphs to the MWIS Problem on Squares
Proposition 1. In a P 5 -free graph G, midpoints of an induced P 4 are not in any e.d. of G.
Proof. Let G be a P 5 -free graph having an e.d. D, and let (a, b, c, d) induce a P 4 in G with midpoints b and c and endpoints a, d. Assume to the contrary that
If graph G is P 5 -free and has an e.d. then G 2 is P 4 -free.
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a P 5 -free graph having an e.d. D, and assume to the contrary that G 2 contains an induced
If there is only one additional vertex x ∈ G being adjacent to b and c then P = (a, b, x, c, d) is an induced P 5 in G, a contradiction. Thus, there are at least two additional vertices x, y. If there are only two, say x, y, such that x sees a and b and y sees b and c then, since G is P 5 -free, xy ∈ E but now a, x, y, c, d induce a P 5 , a contradiction. Thus, the only remaining cases are the following two:
(1) There are two vertices x, y ∈ G such that P = (a, x, b, c, y, d) is a path in G with xy ∈ E. (2) There are three vertices x, y, z ∈ G such that P = (a, x, b, y, c, z, d) is a path in G with xy, xz, yz ∈ E.
Case (1): We first claim that none of the vertices a, x, b, c, y, d are in D:
Thus, there is a ′ ∈ D with aa ′ ∈ E. By the distances in G 2 , a ′ misses c and d, and thus, there is c
Since a ′ , a, x, b, c do not induce a P 5 , a ′ x ∈ E and thus by the e.d. property, c ′ x / ∈ E. Since a ′ ∈ D is not a midpoint of a P 4 , a, a ′ , y, c do not induce a P 4 and thus a ′ y / ∈ E. Since a ′ , x, y, c, c
Case (2): Again, we first claim that none of the vertices a, x, b, y, c, z, d are in
and there is a vertex c ′ ∈ D with cc ′ ∈ E. By the distances in G 2 and since a, b, c, d is a P 4 in G 2 , c ′ a / ∈ E, and by the e.d. property, c ′ x / ∈ E and c ′ y / ∈ E holds but now c ′ , c, y, x, a is a P 5 , a contradiction. Thus, b / ∈ D and, by symmetry, also c / ∈ D.
Now there is a ′ ∈ D with aa ′ ∈ E. Then by the distances in G 2 , a ′ c / ∈ E and a ′ d / ∈ E, and since c, y, a ′ , a do not induce a P 4 with midpoint a ′ , we have
Let T (n, m) be the best time bound for constructing G 2 from given graph G. Using the fact that the MWIS and recognition problems are solvable in linear time for P 4 -free graphs [13, 14] , we have, by Lemma 1:
Corollary 2. For a given P 5 -free graph G, the WED problem can be solved in
Since G 2 can be computed from G using matrix multiplication, this time bound is incomparable with the O(nm) bound obtained in Theorem 2.
We leave the existence of a linear time algorithm for the (W)ED problem on P 5 -free graphs as an open problem.
5 The WED Problem for {P 6 , S 1,2,2 }-Free Graphs
Recall that the ED problem is NP-complete for P 7 -free graphs, and its complexity is open for P 6 -free graphs. Let S 1,2,2 (sometimes called E) denote the graph with six vertices, say a, b, c, d, e, f , such that a, b, c, d, e induce a P 5 with edges ab, bc, cd, de and f is only adjacent to c. Note that the ED problem is NPcomplete for S 1,2,2 -free graphs since it is already NP-complete for line graphs (and thus for claw-free graphs) as mentioned in Corollary 1. In this section, as a generalization of the P 5 -free case, we are going to show: Theorem 4. For {P 6 , S 1,2,2 }-free graphs, the WED problem can be solved in time O(n 2 m) in a robust way.
The proof of Theorem 4 needs some preparing steps. Let G = (V, E) be a connected P 6 -free graph having an e.d. D. Let v ∈ D and consider the distance levels of G with respect to v. If G is P 6 -free then clearly, we have:
Since v ∈ D, we obviously have:
Thus, since D is an e.d., no vertex in N 2 can be in D, but on the other hand, all vertices in N 2 have to be dominated; this can be done only by vertices in N 3 . We claim:
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is a vertex w ∈ D ∩ N 4 . Let c ∈ N 3 be a neighbor of w, let b ∈ N 2 be a neighbor of c and let a ∈ N 1 be a neighbor of b. Then b has to be dominated by a D-vertex d ∈ N 3 , and since D is an e.d., cd / ∈ E and dw / ∈ E but now v, a, b, c, d, w induce an S 1,2,2 , a contradiction. ⊓ ⊔
We claim:
At most one vertex in D ∩ N 3 has neighbors in N 4 .
Proof. Assume that there are two vertices
there is a P 6 in G, and if b 1 b 2 / ∈ E, there is a P 6 as well -a contradiction which shows (14) . (13) and (14) imply that in order to dominate N 4 , one needs a vertex in N 3 which is universal for N 4 :
Since G is S 1,2,2 -free, we obtain:
Proof. Assume that x ∈ N 2 is dominated by d x ∈ N 3 ∩ D and sees a vertex r ∈ N 3 \ {d x } which misses d x ; then by the e.d. property, r / ∈ D. Let a ∈ N 1 be a common neighbor of v and x. Since rd x / ∈ E but r has to be dominated by some vertex d r ∈ D ∩ N 3 , it follows by the e.d.
Proof.
Then, by (16) , d x sees z and d y sees z -a contradiction to the e.d. property. ⊓ ⊔ This means that vertices x, y ∈ N 2 with a common neighbor in N 3 have to be dominated by the same vertex from D.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that d x and d y are in the same component Q of
. Then, by the e.d. property, the distance between d x and d y is at least 3. Let P = (d x , u 1 , . . . , u k , d y ) be a shortest path in Q connecting d x and d y with k ≥ 2. Note that xd y / ∈ E. Let a ∈ N 1 be a common neighbor of v and x. If xu k ∈ E then v, a, x, d x , u k , d y induce an S 1,2,2 , and if xu k / ∈ E then after the last neighbor of x on P , there are at least two non-neighbors of x, and thus, v, a, x and some vertices of P induce a P 6 -a contradiction.
⊓ ⊔
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is a component
, say xd 1 ∈ E with x ∈ N 2 and yd 2 ∈ E with y ∈ N 2 . Then, by the e.d. property, x = y. Then by (17) , 
The problem is how to identify those universal vertices which have to belong to D. For this, the following fact is helpful: Let u 1 , u 2 be two universal vertices in a component Q of G[N 3 ]. We claim that if their neighborhoods in N 2 are incomparable then none of them is in D:
Proof. Assume to the contrary that for universal vertices u 1 , u 2 in a component
] with incomparable neighborhood in N 2 , one of them, say u 1 is in D. Let x ∈ N 2 see u 1 and miss u 2 , and let y ∈ N 2 see u 2 and miss u 1 . Then there is
. Let a ∈ N 1 be a common neighbor of v and x. Since v, a, y, u 2 , u 1 , d do not induce an S 1,2,2 , ay / ∈ E holds. Since v, a, x, u 1 , u 2 , y do not induce a P 6 , xy ∈ E holds but now, v, a, x, u 1 , y, d induce an S 1,2,2 , a contradiction which shows (21) .
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there are universal vertices
, and if one of the D vertices sees x, say dx ∈ E then apply the previous argument by replacing u 1 by d. This leads to a contradiction in all cases showing (22) .
The above conditions lead to the following:
If there is i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} with U i = ∅ then v is an unsuccessful choiceStop and Return ∅. 
This finally shows Theorem 4.
6 The WED Problem for {2P 3 , S 1,2,2 }-Free Graphs
Recall that the ED problem is NP-complete for 2P 3 -free as well as for S 1,2,2 -free graphs. In this section, we give a robust polynomial time algorithm for the WED problem on {2P 3 , S 1,2,2 }-free graphs.
Theorem 5. For {2P 3 , S 1,2,2 }-free graphs, the WED problem can be solved in time O(n 5 ) in a robust way.
For showing Theorem 5, we need some preparing steps. Assume that G has an e.d. D. Let v ∈ D and N 1 , N 2 , . . . its distance levels. If G is 2P 3 -free, we have:
For all k ≥ 6, N k = ∅.
Let R := V \ ({v} ∪ N 1 ∪ N 2 ). We distinguish between the following cases: Case 1. v is midpoint of a P 3 , say (x, v, y).
Since G is 2P 3 -free, R is P 3 -free, i.e., the disjoint union of some cliques, say
Vertices in N 2 can only be dominated by vertices in R, and obviously, for every i,
Assume that for z ∈ N 2 , zd ∈ E with d ∈ D ∩ Q 1 . Then by (24) and the e.d. property, z has a non-neighbor in every Q i , i ≥ 2. If z has a neighbor and a non-neighbor in some Q i , i ≥ 2, say zu ∈ E for u ∈ Q 2 and zw / ∈ E for w ∈ Q 2 then v, x, z, d, u, w induce an S 1,2,2 for some x ∈ N (z) ∩ N 1 , a contradiction. Since D is an e.d., every z ∈ N 2 must see a vertex of some Q i . Thus:
This implies in Case 1: From now on, in Cases 2 and 3, for all d ∈ D, d is not a midpoint of any P 3 , i.e., d is simplicial.
Case 2. N 4 = ∅.
Since now every d ∈ D is simplicial, we have:
Since G is S 1,2,2 -free:
Let d ′ ∈ D ∩ N 5 and xd ′ ∈ E for some x ∈ N 4 and xy ∈ E for some y ∈ N 3 . By (26) , y / ∈ D. Let d ∈ D ∩N 3 and bd ∈ E for some b ∈ N 2 and ab ∈ E for some
This implies |D ∩ N 3 | = 1.
In particular, N 2 ∪ N 3 can be dominated if and only if there is a vertex in N 3 which is universal for N 2 ∪ N 3 . The remaining part N 4 ∪ N 5 can be treated separately: Since G is 2P 3 -free, we have:
Thus, in order to obtain an e.d., for every clique Since G is S 1,2,2 -free, every vertex x ∈ N 2 seeing a vertex
Now suppose that k ≥ 3 and there is an edge uw ∈ E for u ∈ N (d 2 ) ∩ N 3 and w ∈ N (d 3 ) ∩ N 3 . Let x ∈ N 2 with xd 1 ∈ E and a ∈ N 1 with ax ∈ E. Then v, a, x, d 2 , u, w induce 2P 3 , a contradiction. Thus:
In the other case, G[N 3 ] must be a co-bipartite subgraph, say with cliques Q 1 and Q 2 , and we can check for every pair of vertices x ∈ Q 1 , y ∈ Q 2 whether {v, x, y} is an e.d. of G.
Procedure: Robust-{2P 3 , S 1,2,2 }-Free-Best-Candidate-for-Vertex Proof. Correctness: Clearly, Step (a) is correct. The correctness of Step (b) follows from (24) and (25) .
Step (c.1) is correct by (26)- (30) . The correctness of
Step (c.2) follows from (25) and the discussion of Case 3.
Time bound:
The algorithm has to be carried out for every v ∈ V which is a factor n. For each round, the time bound for (a) is O(n + m). For given v, it can be checked in time O(n + m) whether v is simplicial and whether R is the disjoint union of cliques Q 1 , . . . , Q k . The neighborhood of every clique Q i in N 2 can be determined in time O(n + m), and it can be determined in the same time bound whether Q i has a vertex with this neighborhood in N 2 .
Step (c.1) can be done in linear time O(n + m) in a very similar way. The steps of (c.2) can be done either in time O(n + m) or, in the case of a co-bipartite subgraph in (c.2.2), at most n 2 pairs have to be checked which can be done in time O(n 2 (n + m)). Thus, altogether, a time bound for the algorithm is O(n 5 ).
⊓ ⊔
This finally shows Theorem 5.
The WED Problem for (P 2 + P 4 )-Free Graphs
We know by Section 3 that the ED problem is linear time solvable on 2P 2 -free graphs and that is is NP-complete on 2P 3 -free graphs. Hence, it is interesting to analyze the complexity on graph classes in between. We do that by showing that ED is polynomial time solvable on (P 2 + P 4 )-free graphs, which implies that is it polynomial time solvable on (P 2 + P 3 )-free graph, a proper superclass of 2P 2 -free graphs and a proper subclass of 2P 3 -free graphs.
Theorem 6. The WED problem can be solved on (P 2 + P 4 )-free graphs in time O(nm) in a robust way.
The proof of Theorem 6 needs some preparations: Assume that G admits an e.d. D. Let v ∈ D and let N 1 , N 2 , . . . be its distance levels. If G is (P 2 + P 4 )-free, then clearly N 6 = ∅. 
If G is (P 2 + P 4 )-free, G[R] is a cograph. For cographs one can easily check:
of G if and only if D consists of exactly one universal vertex of every component of G.
Since
and U i the set of universal vertices of
If
Proof. By (33), there is y ∈ U i ∩ D. Let y ′ ∈ U i . Since U i ∩ N 3 = ∅ and y and y
. Hence, replacing y by y ′ in D leads to an e.d. of G.
⊓ ⊔ Now let Q = {Q 1 , . . . , Q k } be the set of those components of G[R] that have a universal vertex in N 3 , and let U i be the set of universal vertices of Q i that are in N 3 , for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Note that there is at least one component of this kind, because otherwise, by (33) , the vertices of N 2 cannot be dominated-a contradiction to the existence of D.
This implies that for every component Q of G[R] with Q ∈ {Q 1 , . . . , Q k }, we have |Q ∩ (N 4 ∪ N 5 )| = 1, because otherwise G contains an induced P 2 + P 4 , consisting of a P 2 inside Q and a P 4 from v along the distance levels to any vertex of Q 1 in N 3 . Consequently, every such component satisfies Q ∩ N 5 = ∅ and |Q ∩ N 4 | = 1.
Hence, let
and for all y ∈ U 1 with N 2 ⊆ N (y),
is an efficient dominating set of G . 
Proof. Conversely, assume without loss of generality that there is a vertex x ∈ N 2 that misses two vertices z, z ′ ∈ U 1 . Let w ∈ N 1 and y ∈ U 2 be two neighbors of x. Then v, w, x, y together with z, z ′ induce a P 2 + P 4 in G-a contradiction. ⊓ ⊔ By (36), if U i ∩ N 4 = ∅ for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, then |U i ∩ N 4 | = 1, so let us denote this vertex by z i . If U i ∩ N 4 = ∅ for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, then there is j ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that
and for every ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , k} and every y ℓ ∈ U ℓ ∩ N 3 ,
Proof. If for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k} it holds that U i ∩N 4 = ∅, then, by (36), U i \{z i } has a join to N 2 . Hence, if (U i \ {z i }) ∩ D = ∅, then, by (33) , z j ∈ D for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k} , j = i, because otherwise, D is not efficient. Since all vertices of U i ∩ N 3 have the same neighborhood, every such choice leads to an e.d., if at least one exists. This proves (37a) and (37b).
⊓ ⊔
If there is exactly one j ∈ {1, . . . , k} with U j ∩ N 4 = ∅, then
and for every y
is an efficient dominating set of G.
Proof. If there is exactly one j ∈ {1, . . . , k} with U j ∩ N 4 = ∅, then, by (33) ,
Because D is efficient, we must have z i ∈ D for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} \ {j}, since otherwise any vertex w in N 2 ∩ N (y j ) would miss at least two vertices in U i (one in D ∩ U i and z i ). Since all vertices of U j dominate the vertices of Q j , every choice of a vertex that dominates all vertices of N 2 leads to an e.d., if at least one exists. This proves (38a) and (38b).
From now assume without loss of generality that U 1 ∩N 4 = ∅ and U 2 ∩N 4 = ∅. Assume that there is a vertex x ∈ N 2 such that U i ⊆ N (x) for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Since then U i ∩ N 4 = ∅, assume without loss of generality that i = 1. Since D is efficient and |D ∩ U j | = 1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and by (36), we conclude that for all j ∈ {2, . . . , k}, vertex x misses exactly one vertex in U j . Let y j denote the unique vertex missed by x in U j . Since U 2 ∩ N 4 = ∅, y 2 has a neighbor x ′ ∈ N 2 . Then x ′ has a unique non-neighbor y 1 ∈ U 1 and
Proof. By (33) and since D is efficient, y 2 , . . . , y k ∈ D. Since y 2 ∈ D, x ′ has a (unique) non-neighbor y 1 ∈ U 1 and U 1 ∩ D = {y 1 }, otherwise D is not efficient.
From now assume that every vertex of N 2 misses exactly one vertex of every U i . Then there exist vertices x, x ′ ∈ N 2 , a, b ∈ U 1 and c, d ∈ U 2 such that x sees a and c but misses b and d, and x ′ sees b and d and misses a and c, and, for all i ∈ {3, . . . , k}, x and x ′ have the same non-neighbor y i ∈ U i , and, either Since in both cases x and x ′ are dominated, by (36) and (33), x and x ′ have the same non-neighbor y i ∈ U i and y i ∈ D for all i ∈ {3, . . . , k}.
⊓ ⊔ Summarizing, given a (P 2 + P 4 )-free graph G and a vertex v, every e.d. of G that contains v has the form given in either (35a), (37a)-(37b), (38a)-(38b), (39), or (40).
Procedure: Robust-(P 2 + P 4 )-Free-Best-Candidate-for-Vertex Choose i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and 
If such vertices do not exist, then v is an unsuccessful choice-Stop and Return ∅. Otherwise, say i = 1 and j = 2. For r ∈ {3, . . . , k}, let y r be the common non-neighbor of Step (c) is correct by (34) . The Stop and Return in Step (d) is correct, because in that case, the vertices of N 2 cannot be dominated, so there is no need to continue the search for a solution.
Step (f) is correct by (35a). Note that in Step (f) U ′ 1 can be empty and then D is not an e.d. But this is correct, because by (35a) G has no e.d. that contains v in that case.
Step (g) is correct by (36) . The condition |Z| = k in Step (i) implies by (36) that |U i ∩ N 4 | = 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , j}, because otherwise the algorithm had stopped in Step (g). Hence, Step (i) is correct by (37a) and (37b). Analogously, the condition |Z| = k − 1 in Step (j) implies that there is exactly one i ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that U i ∩ N 4 = ∅. The condition m(y) = |N 2 | clearly implies N 2 ⊆ N (y). Note that there may be no vertex y ∈ U i with N 2 ⊂ N (y). In that case, D is not an e.d. of G. Either way, Step (j) is correct by (38a) and (38b).
Step (k) is justified by (39), because n i (x) = |U i | implies U i ⊆ N (x). Note again that not necessarily every non-neighbor y i exists and if one does not exist, D is not an e.d. of G. Finally, Step (l) is correct by (40). Again, it may happen that one of the common non-neighbors y i does not exist, but in this case G has no e.d. containing v.
Time bound: Testing a graph for being cograph and therefore Step (b) can be done in time O(n + m) by [7, 13] . The components of a graph can also be found in time O(n + m). For every component, the universal vertices can simply be identified by counting the number of neighbors in that component. We can assume that every vertex is already labeled with N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N 5 and, hence, deciding if a vertex x is in N i for some i can be done in constant time. With this, Step (c) can be done in time O(n + m) + O(n), because for checking if U ∩ N 3 = ∅ or |Q ∩ N 4 | > 1 it suffices to touch every vertex of R at most twice. We can label the vertices in Step (c) with the component they belong to and give them additionally a label U if they belong to U . Hence, we can decide in constant time for a vertex v if v ∈ U i for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Step (e) can be done by considering every y i ∈ U i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and its neighbors in N 2 . For every neighbor x ∈ N 2 of y i , increase n i (x) and m(y i ) by one. Hence,
Step (e) takes at most time O(m). In Step (f), the set U ′ 1 can be computed by checking m(y) for every y ∈ U 1 and memorize the vertex with m(y) = |N 2 | and minimum ω(y). This takes at most O(|U 1 |) = O(n) time.
Step (g) can be done in O(n + m) time, by considering every vertex x ∈ N 2 and all numbers n i (x) (the number of which is not bigger than |N (x)|). Set Z and its components of Step (h) can be computed when m is calculated in Step (e). In Step (i), we can find the minimum of ω(y i ) − ω(z i ) for every vertex y i ∈ U i and every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} in time O(|U 1 | + · · · + |U k |) = O(n). In Step (j), clearly we can find the index i ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that U i ∩ Z = ∅ in time O(n). Then it takes at most O(|U i |) = O(n) time to find a vertex y ∈ U i with m(y) = |N 2 | of minimum weight. In Step (k), a vertex x ∈ N 2 with n i (x) = |U i | can be identified in linear time, it one exists. Then, its non-neighbors can be collected by testing if x is adjacent to y j for every y j ∈ U j and every j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. That takes at most O(|U 1 | + · · · + |U k |) = O(n) time. A vertex y ∈ U i with m(y i ) = |N 2 | of minimum weight can also be found in linear time. When reaching Step (l), we have to find the vertices x, x ′ , a, b, c and d as stated in the algorithm. If they do not exist, we can simply return ∅, because then G has no e.d. containing v. To find the vertices we follow the proof of (40). Generally, if the vertices of a subset M of V are labeled with M , we can find for a given vertex w a neighbor or a non-neighbor in M in time O(m) by considering every edge of G and check if one of the endpoints is w and the other endpoint is labeled with M . Finding two vertices of w, w ′ ∈ N 2 with different non-neighbors y 1 , y ′ 1 ∈ U 1 can be done by choosing a vertex w ∈ N 2 arbitrarily, then finding a non-neighbor y 1 of w in U 1 , then finding a neighbor w ′ of y 1 in N 2 and finally finding a non-neighbor y ′ , a, b, c and d to fulfill the conditions. The non-neighbors y 3 , . . . , y k of x in U 3 , . . . , U k can be found by considering every neighbor of x and mark it with N (x) and then considering every vertex y i ∈ U i and check if y i is labeled with N (x) for all i ∈ {3, . . . , k}. This takes at most O(m + n) time. Hence, Step (l) can be done in time O(n + m) as well.
Thus, the algorithm Robust-(P 2 + P 4 )-Free-WED takes O(nm) time. ⊓ ⊔
A Polynomial Time Algorithm for the 2-Bounded WED Problem
For a non-negative integer k, an e.d. D in a graph G is said to be k-bounded if every vertex in D has degree at most k in G. For short, a k-bounded e.d. will also be referred to as a k-b.e.d.. The task of the k-Bounded Weighted Efficient Domination (k-BWED) problem is to determine whether a given vertex-weighted graph G admits a k-b.e.d., and if so, to compute one of minimum weight. Clearly, a graph G admits a 0-b.e.d. if and only if it is edgeless. It is also straightforward to see that G admits a 1-b.e.d. if and only if each connected component of G is either K 1 , K 2 , or the vertices of degree 1 in it form an ED set. Therefore, the k-BWED problem is solvable in linear time for k ∈ {0, 1}. On the other hand, since the ED problem is NP-complete for graphs of maximum degree 3, the k-BWED problem is NP-complete for every k ≥ 3. In the rest of the section, we prove that the k-BWED problem is also solvable in polynomial time for k = 2, thus determining the computational complexity status of the k-BWED problem for every value of k. For convenience, let us formally state the 2-BWED problem again:
2-Bounded Weighted Efficient Domination (2-BWED)
Instance: A graph G = (V, E), vertex weights ω : V → N. Task: Find a 2-b.e.d. of minimum total weight, or determine that G contains no 2-b.e.d.
Theorem 7. The 2-BWED problem is solvable in polynomial time.
Proof. In what follows, we describe an algorithm for the 2-BWED problem. First, the algorithm computes the connected components of G. If G is not connected, it solves the problem recursively on connected components and combines the solutions in the obvious way. If G is a cycle, then one of the following two cases occurs: From now on, we assume that G is connected but not a cycle. For this case, we will develop a polynomial time algorithm for the following generalization of the 2-BWED problem:
Instance: A graph G = (V, E), vertex weights ω : V → N, a subset X ⊆ V such that for all x ∈ X, it holds d(x) ≤ 2. Task: Find an e.d. D ⊆ X of minimum total weight, or determine that G contains no e.d. contained in X.
For readability reasons, we describe the steps of the algorithm in italic type. After each step where the algorithm returns something, we justify the correctness of the step (assuming inductively that the algorithm works correctly on smaller instances). If G contains an e.d. D with D ⊆ X, then the output of the algorithm will be a minimum weight e.d. with D ⊆ X. Otherwise, the output will be no.
Step 1. Let Y = V \ X. Delete from G all edges in Y . If Y has an isolated vertex, return no.
The correctness of Step 1 follows from two facts: (1) we may assume that Y is independent since the edges completely within Y cannot be used for dominating any vertices; (2) if after removing from G all the edges of Y , there exists an isolated vertex in Y , then such a vertex cannot be dominated by any vertex in X, hence G is a no instance.
From now on, we assume that Y is independent and every vertex in Y has a neighbor in X.
Step 2. Compute the connected components Q 1 , . . . , Q k of G. If k > 1, solve the problem recursively on connected components, with inputs (Q i , ω |V (Qi) , X ∩ Q i ). If every connected component of G is a yes instance, then return the union of recursively computed sets, one for each connected component of G. Else, return no.
The correctness of the above step is obvious. From now on, we assume that G is connected but not a cycle. Since G is not a cycle, every connected component of G[X] is a path. Moreover, the internal vertices of these paths have no neighbors outside X since they are of degree 2 in G.
Step 3. If X = ∅, then return ∅.
The correctness of Step 3 follows from the fact that if X = ∅, then also Y = ∅, since every vertex in Y has a neighbor in X.
From now on, we assume that X is nonempty.
Step
. If I is a no instance, return no. Else, return the union of the recursively computed set and the set
To justify the correctness of Step 4, suppose first that (G, ω, X) is a yes instance to the problem, and let D be an optimal solution. Then, D ⊆ X; moreover, either v 1 ∈ D or v 2 ∈ D (since otherwise v 1 would not be dominated) but not both (since otherwise D would not be independent). If
Hence, every vertex in Y is dominated by a (unique) vertex of D \ V (P ), and consequently the set D \ V (P ) is a feasible solution for I. Conversely, if D ′ is an optimal solution for I, then it is straightforward to verify that the set
From now on, we assume that every path in G[X] is of order 1 or 2 (mod 3).
Step 5. Compute the set P 2 of all paths in G[X] of order k ≡ 2 (mod 3). It there exists a path P ∈ P 2 with at least 5 vertices, then let
Run the algorithm recursively on
. If I is a no instance to the problem, return no. Else, return the set D ′ ∪ D 0 where D ′ is the recursively computed set, and
To justify the correctness of Step 5, let P ∈ P 2 be a path as above. Suppose first that (G, ω, X) is a yes instance to the problem, and let D be an optimal solution. Then, D ⊆ X; moreover, either v 1 ∈ D or v 2 ∈ D, but not both.
Since the internal vertices of P do not dominate vertices outside P , the set ) . From now on, we assume that every path in P 2 contains exactly two vertices.
Step 6. For every path P ∈ P 2 such that its endpoints have a common neighbor in Y , delete an endpoint of P with maximum weight from G, and remove P from P 2 .
To justify the correctness of Step 6, let P ∈ P 2 be a path such that its endpoints x and x ′ have a common neighbor in Y . Suppose that x ′ was the deleted vertex. If D ⊆ X is a minimum weight e.d. in G (among all e.d.'s contained in X) such that x ′ ∈ D then (D \ {x ′ }) ∪ {x} is also an optimal solution. On the other hand, every optimal solution for the reduced instance is a feasible (and, by the choice of x ′ also optimal) solution for the original instance. From now on, we assume that for every path in P 2 , its endpoints have no common neighbor in Y .
Step 7. Compute the set P 1 of all paths in G[X] of order k ≡ 1 (mod 3). If there exists a path P ∈ P 1 with at least 4 vertices, then let
. If I is a no instance, return no. Else, return the union of the recursively computed set and the set {v i | 4 ≤ i ≤ k − 3 , i ≡ 1 (mod 3)}.
To justify the correctness of Step 7, let P ∈ P 1 be a path as above. Suppose first that (G, ω, X) is a yes instance to the problem, and let D be an optimal solution. Then, D ⊆ X; moreover, either
Since the internal vertices of P do not dominate vertices outside P , the set D \ {v 2 , v 3 , . . . , v k−1 } is a feasible solution in G ′ . Conversely, if D ′ is an optimal solution for the reduced instance, then it is straightforward to verify that the set D ′ ∪ {v i | 4 ≤ i ≤ k − 3 , i ≡ 1 (mod 3)} is a feasible solution for the original instance (G, ω, X).
From now on, we assume that every path in P 1 contains a single vertex.
Step 8. If Y = ∅ then return any set {x} with x ∈ X minimizing the value of ω(x).
To justify the correctness of Step 8, note that if Y = ∅ then the connectedness of G and the assumptions made after Steps 5 and 7 imply that G[X] consists of a single component with at most two vertices. The conclusion follows.
From now on, we assume that Y = ∅. Consequently, since G is connected, every component of G[X] has a neighbor in Y .
We say that a vertex of G is forced if it is contained in every e.d. set D with D ⊆ X.
Step 9. Let I = ∪ P ∈P1 V (P ) denote the set of vertices contained in a path from P 1 . If two vertices in I have a common neighbor, return no.
The correctness of Step 9 follows from the fact that every vertex in I is forced. Indeed, by the assumption after Step 7, every path in P 1 contains a single vertex. Hence, I is an independent set and every vertex in I is forced since it can only be dominated by itself.
From now on, we assume that no two vertices in I have a common neighbor.
Step 10. Compute the set M = ∪ P ∈P2 V (P ), the set of vertices contained in a path from P 2 .
By the assumption after Step 5, every path in P 2 has exactly two vertices. Hence M induces a matching in G. For simplicity, we will refer to edges of paths in P 2 as edges of M . By the assumption after Step 6, no edge of M is contained in a triangle in G. Note that X is the disjoint union X = I ∪ M , and for every edge e of M , every e.d. D of G with D ⊆ X (if there is one) contains exactly one endpoint of e (since otherwise neither of the two endpoints of e would be dominated exactly once).
Step 11. If there exists a vertex v ∈ I, then let N 1 and N 2 be the sets of vertices at distance 1 and 2 from v in G, respectively. If N 2 contains an edge, then return no. Else, let G ′ = G − ({v} ∪ N 1 ∪ N 2 ) and run the algorithm recursively on the instance
. If I is a no instance, return no. Else, return the set D ′ ∪ {v} where D ′ is the recursively computed set.
To justify the correctness of Step 11, let v, N 1 and N 2 be as in Step 11. Suppose first that (G, ω, X) is a yes instance, and let D be an optimal solution. Then, since v is forced, v ∈ D. Clearly, we have D ∩ (N 1 ∪ N 2 ) = ∅. Moreover, since Y is independent and no two vertices in I have a common neighbor, N 2 is a subset of M . In particular, every vertex b ∈ N 2 is an endpoint of an edge e in M , and hence can only be dominated in D by the other endpoint, say b ′ , of e. This implies that N 2 is an independent set (since otherwise an edge of M would be contained in N 2 ). Hence, if the algorithm returns no in Step 11, then (G, ω, X) is indeed a no instance. Moreover, if D ⊆ X is an e.d. set of G, then the set D \ {v} is clearly a feasible solution for the reduced instance. Conversely, suppose that N 2 is an independent set and let D ′ be an optimal solution for the reduced instance I. Every vertex b ′ ∈ M the unique neighbor of which in M belongs to N 2 can only be dominated in D ′ by itself, hence it is forced in D ′ . Consequently, the set D ′ ∪ {v} is a feasible solution for the original instance. From now on, we assume that I = ∅.
Step 12. Compute the multigraph H with V (H) = Y in which two distinct vertices y, y ′ are connected by exactly k edges, where k is the number of edges xy in M with N G (x) ∪ N G (y) = {y, y ′ }.
The multigraph H, which may have multiple edges, will help us determining whether (G, ω, X) is a yes instance. By the connectedness of G and the fact that every vertex in Y has a neighbor in X, multigraph H is connected and contains at least one edge. Moreover, there is a bijective correspondence between the edges of H and edges of M , in the sense that every edge e in H is generated by a unique edge e M of M , and conversely, since every vertex in M has at most one G-neighbor in Y , every edge e of M generates exactly one edge e H of H. Recall that an orientation of a multigraph H ′ is a directed multigraph obtained from H ′ by assigning to each of its edges one of the two possible orientations. A 1-orientation of H is an orientation of H ′ in which every vertex has out-degree exactly 1. Proof. Suppose first that G has an e.d. D ⊆ X. Then, |D ∩ e| = 1 for every edge of M . We will now describe how to obtain a 1-orientation of H. For every edge e = {y, y ′ } ∈ E(H), let x be the vertex of e M contained in D. Orient e from y to y ′ if y is the neighbor of x in e (in the graph G), and from y ′ to y, otherwise. Since D is an e.d. in G, each vertex y ∈ Y = V (H) has exactly one neighbor in D. Therefore, for each vertex y, exactly one of the edges of H incident with y will be oriented away from y in the above orientation, and this is indeed a 1-orientation of H.
Conversely, suppose that H admits a 1-orientationH. For every vertex y ∈ V (H) = Y , let x(y) be the unique element of e M ∩N G (y) where e = {y, y ′ } is the unique edge of H oriented away from y inH. Proof. First, suppose that H admits a 1-orientationH. The digraphH cannot be acyclic since otherwise it would contain a sink (a vertex with out-degree 0). Let C be a directed cycle inH. Then every vertex in C has exactly one outneighbor in C, and hence it has no out-neighbors outside C. Moreover, if two vertices of C are connected by an edge e in H, then an orientation of e is in C, since otherwise a vertex of C would have out-degree at least 2 inH. Since H is connected, it can be proved by induction on k ≥ 1 that for every vertex v ∈ S k , where S k denotes the set of vertices in V (H) \ C at distance k from C, there exists a directed path from v to C inH, and the set S k is independent in H. Therefore, H has a unique cycle.
Conversely, suppose that H has a unique cycle C. A 1-orientation of H can be obtained by orienting the edges in C in one of the two directions following the cycle, and orienting all the other edges of H toward C. Moreover, these are clearly the only possible 1-orientations of H.
Claim 4 and its constructive proof justify the following final step of the algorithm.
Step 13. If H is a tree or H has at least two cycles, then return no. Otherwise, compute the two 1-orientationsH 1 andH 2 of H (as in the second part of the proof of Claim 4). For each i ∈ {1, 2}, compute an e.d. set The correctness of the algorithm outlined in Steps 1-13 follows from the above discussion. Clearly, the algorithm can be implemented so that it runs in polynomial time.
NP-Completeness of the ED Problem
Recall that the ED problem is known to be NP-complete on planar bipartite graphs [28] and planar graphs with maximum degree 3 [15, 20] .
Theorem 8. For every g ≥ 3, the ED problem is NP-complete on planar bipartite graphs of maximum degree 3 with girth at least g.
We reduce from the One-In-Three 3SAT problem: Given a Boolean formula F as 3-CNF, decide if there is a satisfying truth assignment such that every clause of F contains exactly one true literal. This problem remains NPcomplete even for monotone formulas whose incidence graph I(F ) is planar (see [21, 32, 33] ).
Let F be a monotone, planar 3-CNF with variables v 1 , . . . , v n and clauses C 1 , . . . , C m and let I(F ) = (V ∪ C, E) be its incidence graph. Fix a planar embedding of I(F ). For all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, let a(i, j) be the position of the clause C j in a clockwise ordering of all neighbors of v i beginning with the clause of smallest index, or undefined, if v i ∈ C j .
We construct the reduction graph G(F ) by modifying I(F ). Replace every variable vertex v i ∈ V by the path P i of 6m vertices defined as: 1 , v i,1 , x i,1 , w i,1 , v i,1 , x i,1 , . . . , w i,m , v i,m , x i,m , w i,m , v i,m , x i,m ) , and replace every edge v i C j ∈ E by the path E i,j of 6g + 2 vertices defined as: By the use of a(i, j), G(F ) remains planar and by construction, every vertex has at most 3 neighbors. Furthermore, G(F ) has girth at least g, because the inserted paths that substitute variables are clearly acyclic, and every edge of I(F ) is replaced by an induced path of length 6g + 1. Finally, G(F ) admits a bipartition by taking the overlined vertices in one independent set and the other vertices in the other independent set.
We define
and analogously W i and X i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let D be an e.d. of G(F ). Then for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}: For the other direction, if F is satisfiable by a truth assignment, let D be the set containing all vertices in V i for every true variable v i and all vertices in W i for every false variable v i , and nothing else. Clearly, D fulfills (41) and (42) and since the truth assignment sets exactly one variable per clause to true, every clause vertex of G(F ) has exactly one neighbor in D. Hence, D is an e.d. of G(F ).
Since G(F ) can be constructed in polynomial time, this proves Theorem 8.
